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Letter from the Editors
Dear Readers,
When reading through the submissions for the magazine, it was clear that
many of our peers were grappling with their identities, their homes, and the
people that have shaped them. We hurriedly write this letter after the news
of campus closing due to COVID-19 and after a year of loss and political
strife, so it is easy to see why members of our community are caught questioning their lives. Yet, we realize that peace still persists in uncertainty and
that beauty can come from pandemonium.
We can see this in the diverse and multifaceted compilation of collected poems, prose, collages, photos, paintings, prints, drawings, and cross-stitchings. In Chivon Ou’s “The Blood of Rivers,” we see a narrator torn between
two upbringings, yet finding strength in their ambivalence, while Crystal
Wallace’s mixed media image, “The Hate You Give,” illustrates the importance of discovering one’s voice in uncertain times. Conroy Boyd’s captivating image of milk spilled on a table contrasts with the simple brilliance of a
bird’s flight in Kaylin Ingalls’s “The Raven.” Our contributors also engaged
with the harder times in life: Brienne Tajima pays homage to her friend in
the impactful remembrances in “Ren,” and Christian Jocson artfully articulates aspects of the theological colonization of the Philippines in “The Lamb
of God.” And despite negative pressures, other contributors comment on the
beauty of the mundanity of everyday life, such as Morgan G.’s appreciation
of women’s work in “unobserved” and Cameron Beasley’s memories in “A
Childhood.”
This year, we are honoring Owen Klinger, who also called The Bluff home. A
first-year student, Owen passed away unexpectedly during his first semester
at University of Portland. Owen’s “Where I’m From” poem accentuates the
sweetness that comes from the little things in life—grassy lawns and almond
roca, generating a collective nostalgia for what was and what will never be
again. Owen’s writing anchors our theme of “Where I’m From” as he reminds us that while we each have our individual stories to tell, we also share
a collective human experience which culminates in our yearning to hold
onto our memories.
We hope that this year’s issue will serve as a catalyst for a sense of comfort
and belonging when so many parts of our lives are seeped in uncertainty.
May you find peace in this publication despite the chaos that so often consumes our lives.
Claire Breiholz & Sophie Downing
Senior Editors
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“Maybe home is somewhere I’m going and have
never been before.”
-Warsan Shire
from an interview with Kameelah Janan Rasheed
“The Well and Often Reader”
November 2012
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In Memory of Owen Klinger
Mary Klinger

Owen is an unlikely person to have his writing published in a literary
magazine. He is probably rolling his eyes at me for submitting his poem. He
got an F in Language Arts in 7th grade simply because he never started—let
alone finished—the two big writing assignments that were assigned. Later, in
high school, he survived by writing one long paper about income inequality
and tweaking it to fit several different classes and assignments. Knowing
this, I think we can safely say that Owen hated writing. But without him here
now, all we have are our memories of him and his own words. Even though
they may be short and simple, or written to achieve the bare minimum for
an assignment, his writings have meaning for us and reveal more about him
than we ever knew. We love Owen’s essays about chopping wood, the merits
of Hot Pockets, how to avoid middle school detention, the tribute speech
about his dad, and his “Where I’m From” poem. Owen’s works make it clear
that no matter how much we hate writing, parts of our identities linger in
the words we put together.
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Where I’m From
Owen Klinger
I am from rain jackets, from wool Pendleton sweaters and the never-ending
rain.
I am from the steep grassy lawn in front of my house, soft, covered in leaves
and still wet from yesterday’s downpour.
I am from towering Fir trees, the moss growing on river rocks in the spring.
I am from football Sundays and overly sarcastic humor, from Dustin and
Mary and John.
I am from the opportunistic deal finders and the give-it-your-all’s.
From extra credit is mandatory and explore all your options.
I am from Our father who art in heaven most Sundays until I got busy with
high school.
I am from Portland and Slovenian Clevelanders, Almond Roca and pickled
dilly beans.
From my Grandpa’s tours in Korea to the four years my parents lived in Japan to the 12 years of Japanese language my siblings and I studied.
I am from the countless scrapbooks, family trees and papers that sit in our
bookshelves at home. My family’s lives, history, traditions and most importantly the times spent together are captured in those pictures and lines of
text sitting on the shelves.
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The Blood of Rivers
Chivon Ou
I am from the blood
Of the Mekong; marked by the oil that flows out of the Buffalo Bayou.
I am the scent
Of Buddhist incense;
I am enlightened
With Catholic candles.
I am red, white, and blue,
Yet not only Star Spangled Banner,
But Angkor Wat too.
I grew up on tales of genocide; of a time when the Mekong flowed red with
war
And now I choose to be a healer and lover because I fear for what hatred can
smother,
Yet my veins still flow red in color.
It knew not to yield,
That red which slew colonists;
That red which flew for the decrees of Lady Liberty;
That red which flows deep within me;
That red which informs my soul.
I am who I am, for my blood knows plenty
From crossing among many;
It knows not to yield.
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The Hate You Give
Crystal Wallace
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Words in Cetus (“The Whale”)
Lindsey Keefer
We pour stories like warm amber over memories,
press petal-light hopes between the pages,
lend our inner hearts resilience within their bubbling resin.
I bottle my thoughts neatly like strawberry preserves, or maybe
my mind is a speck of dust and I’m rolling it bright into a pearl
with words of nacre. Either way,
I can pluck the fossils of years past from calcium-white leaves,
can reconstruct whole dinosaurs from the black letter-bones I scattered
across these pages.
If the sun beats hot enough upon them, the meat decays and grows blossoms
around the fossils.
Today I met Mount Vesuvius.
She was kind, breathing down upon me,
melting and molding my bones in her laminate exhalation.
But she was so big and I was so in love with her
and I burned to a standstill beneath her death.
My high school English teacher said
quoting texts is like whale hunting: making use of every word you quote,
the oil from the blubber, the eyes for marbles.
I like to think I am picking myself apart, part-by-part,
reconstructing my own skeleton and displaying it in daily museums,
a whole and undivided curation, a mummification.
There’s a theory about something called The Great Attractor:
That at every moment our solar system is dragging toward an
unseen point, a mathematical ray denoting our trajectory.
That time is not a circle, but that we will arrive (whatever’s left of us)
on a sandless beach at the edge of the galaxy.
Disassembled at one end, blipping unblemished toward the next.
And the bodies and heavens hardy enough to hang on long enough
will be the allegorical arrow into that apple,
and the apple is the weight resting on our collective heads.
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Autumn
Mary Higgins
He crushed leaves in his footsteps and entered the bitter
cold, leaving a rotted pumpkin behind, the last
sliver of anything fruitful. The wreath trembled—
trembled at the wind, blistered
and flustered. A black coffee stain
lay splattered in the gouging cracks, streaked
mascara on a flushed cheek. Crimson
and amber jerk in the windshield and deep blackness billows—
buffets out the exhaust.
He left me no
half-smiles, nothing
worthwhile, just the shakes
of an autumn farewell.
Leaves in his tires,
tracks in the mud.
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Light Flares @ the Conservatory
Andre Jaurigui
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cream, sugar, egg, vanilla
Cora Hyatt
Saturday nights are white
like the clotted cream
I lick off my fingers,
a borrowed spoon.
I eat dinner alone
but I like my desserts with others
I like sucking the sugar
out from between their teeth
Teeth stained red
from another night’s wine
Teeth that form
a bloody smile
Sometimes I imagine it when I’m speaking
the thought of being held and turned over
and bitten into
jaws dripping
dripping caramel,
grape jelly,
marshmallow fluff.
It’s a pain resisting the urge to dip your fingers in.
I think,
maybe I’d like for him to eat me whole
but my sugar shell
doesn’t crack easily with a spoon.
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Meditation on Empedocles
(492 BCE), 1 King 19:12
Isabel Cortens
The air, impregnated
with heat and rain,
splits into thirds:
1. ne i k o s ...
Wail of dog-echo;
Knee-knocked, skag-rigged carts
whose long, splinted wooden
stilts and wheels shake in July’s nests
of streaky heat waves and streets.
Inside, the shirts
form transient foothills
against 99 degrees of
silent kettle whistles
and smell of meat.
Socks torn and knees screaming,
Hermano e hermana squint
Into sad, setting sun –
That night, all eyes
rittling into blood orange moon,
Everything
Reeling
with Wreak, kid sad.
2. p h i l o t e s
Like taffy torn and warm
and folded inward, drawn out to dry,
God churns all bodies with
irresistible loves.
Two veiny forms wrap and feed into
one another, “Honest,
like unhewn wood”;
naked, dewy skin
glowing, full and dizzy
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with furry balls of light.
Sick with joy,
stringy hair wet from rain,
relishing in the deep purple of a
tree’s leaves down the road.
Divinity, rolling around
behind eyeballs –
A heavy, thick fluid
seeping up all the way
to the tingling thighs
of each skin cell of each body.
3. s t i l l n e s s
What hangs, suspended;
What lies awake in between
cracks of the four roots:
water, fire, earth and air.
The Eternal Breathful Thing
that sucks all our meaning
from beneath our feet;
the hollow pit of a concave shape
it sits: swallowing, waiting.
Holds warm each heaving
lung and blinking eye between
unpatterned Forefinger and Thumb –
What are you doing here, Elijah?
The sticky Nothing, it keeps him
howling on and on throughout the night,
grips him with its gossamer,
fold-less skin of sand, of sky.
Hermana e hermano
returned to the root.
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215 Words on the 215 Miles to Shore
Sophie Kerr-Davis
With lips drier than a desert
surrounded by sinister water
he lies in a raft
awaiting the final sleep
He thought his time was near
when he saw her there
Only a beacon of madness or death
would come for him now
But she was anything but closure
Her skin was wet and cold like it had never seen the sun before
What are you doing here?
Her voice was glacial ice against his peaked ears
Dying
Her laugh was seafoam and sorrow
Well we can’t let that happen
She was ice reimagined with
delicate pearls of sea glass woven through her hair
as ivory as her skin
and ending far below her waist
Her lips bloodless and raw from being bitten
Salt water clung to her cheeks with eyes wide
the color of the sea
that parted for her
before she could cut through it
It seemed to know her wishes before she did
The waves pawed at her
the cold nipping at her fingers like dogs
She took no notice
His deliria saw her a fairytale
As he was left on the shore
sand grinding against his sunburnt skin
a cold wet kiss left on his cheek
He lifted his head to see
through the murky water
no legs
as she swam home
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Belizian Squid
Zacharie Breaux
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Coumeenoole Beach
Molly Lowney
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To the Man at the Bowling Alley
Claire Breiholz
The white drape covered your body
Like snow blankets the Rockies:
Mostly covered, but your hands
Left lifelessly limp and visible on the floor.
My eyes flitted around
Your exposed appendages.
Your fingers, still.
Your legs, rigid.
I want to believe that
Your hands used to hold others close and
Your feet used to root you firmly.
I fabricated your wife and your kids.
I saw them digging through your clothes
And scouring for your roots so that they could
Replant you in their arms. I saw their tears pooling on the
Kitchen table, creating a canyon of grief in the
Soft wood where you used to eat your eggs.
The salty stains will always beckon for you.
I left you inside, and
I grasped at pulsing hands.
As we collectively breathed, “Our Father who art in Heaven…”
I was suffocated by concocted memories
Where I imagined not you, but the genesis of my own salty agony
Covered by the white drape with
Exposed appendages and disintegrating roots.
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The Raven
Kaylin Ingalls
passes
on by
lonely
black bird
rowing
through sky.
wind blows
below
wings beat
repeat
drops
catches,
flys on.
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milk stain on table
Conroy Boyd
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13 Ways to Hear Thunder
Grace McDonnell
I.
Though widespread severe weather isn’t expected,
a few storm gusts over 50 mph are possible
as the line [of storms] races across the state.1
II.
A deep rumble reverberates in the air, in my chest.
Fearing the worst, and half in play, I drown out the low with a high,
“THE DINOSAURS ARE COMING.”
My mother laughs, then sighs.
III.
Wind whips tree branches. The scratching and the tip-tip-tip tapping on the
window
generate a demented symphony to play across the sky. Like a scene from
Fantasia. I rest my head on the
windowsill and watch the thundering of the sky.
IV.
14 people were injured in this extreme weather event.2
V.
When I was 12 and had all the weights of my world on my feeble chest, I
would draw the curtains open,
sit in the center of my room, watch the sky, and match with teardrops in my
eyes.
VI.
Initial line of thunderstorms has weakened considerably
this morning as increasing precipitation ahead of the line -stemming from thunderstorms that developed south-southwest of
Chicago -- has acted to stabilize the airmass across north-central
Illinois and southern Wisconsin.3
VII.
At the end of summer, one town no longer was. A moving truck collected
donations: canned food, tables,
chairs, boxes of linens, toilet paper, and gallons upon gallons of water. My
father’s stiff upper lip told me
this was adult business. He brought water, medical supplies, and old furniture to the truck. I left my
stuffed animals: Mrs. Raccoon, Baby Raccoon, Pinkie the Unicorn, and Alfonzo, her husband.
VIII.
Waiting for lightning flashesSome nights, the clouds stay dark
But the skies roar.
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IX.
The storms that occurred this day
in Colorado, Nebraska and Wyoming was eventually listed as a $1 billion dollar disaster under the U.S.A.
government, with the costliest damages right here in southern Colorado.
X.
I roll over and find myself unexpectedly awake. Slapping down on my alarm
clock illuminates the time1:15am. I listen to my roommate’s deep breathing and wonder if the creaking
house awoke me. A soft,
distant rumble catches my ear. I hold my breath, waiting, then another small
crescendo. Pulling my
blankets, tucking them under my chin, I take a deep breath and let the sky
sing me a lullaby.
XI.
Sunny skies will return Monday, though there is a 10 percent chance of afternoon showers and
thunderstorms.4
XII.
There’s a great autonomy when driving down the Colorado highways. Hills
allow drivers to witness
grand landscape after grand landscape. You emerge from the depths,
throughs of each painting, a brief
breath, and submerge yourself again. A picture is static so you, not them, get
to drive away. Watching the
mountains fade in the rearview mirror, seeing pockets of rain along the
horizon, flashes behind you, the
world falls silent.
XIII.
The day ends with no waves of humid air trapped beneath high pressure nor
any raging fronts to clash
with cold air. Fog swamps and swallows the land between the rivers and the
roads. There’s no thunder
now; nevertheless, there’s still reverberations in my chest.
Ash, Sean. “Warmest start to November since 2008.” 13 WTHR Indianapolis, 4 November 2015, https://
www.wthr.com/article/warmest-start-to-november-since-2008. Accessed 9 September 2019.
2
O’Brien, Alex. “One year after Colorado hailstorm that injuries 14 and kills 5 zoo animals.” KOAA
News5 Southern Colorado, 6 August 2019, https://www.koaa.com/weather/weather-science/oneyear- after-colorado-hailstorm-that-injures-14-and-kills-5-zoo-animals. Accessed 9 September
2019.
3
Mesoscale Discussion 1787. Hosted by NWS Storm Prediction Center Norman OK, Nexstar Broadcasting, Inc, 18 August 2019. Transcript, https://wgntv.com/2019/08/18/mesoscale-discussionregarding-severe-thunderstorm-watch/. Accessed 9 September 2019.
4
Wingerter, Justin. “Denver weather: Tornado warnings, threats of hail on Eastern Plains.” Denver Post, 11 August 2019, https://www.denverpost.com/2019/08/11/denver-weather-severe-tornadoes-eastern-plains/. Accessed 9 September 2019.
1
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The Rebirth of Venus
19

Francisco Franco

womanhood
Sophie Downing
you know the feeling
the feeling when you’re alone in your room
on a friday night
and you look at a picture of sweaty smiles
and hands clutching beer cans
and you turn over in your bed in the dark
and your chest constricts a bit?
the feeling when you’re in your therapist’s office
on a monday morning
and you start out in a fine mood
and then she asks how others perceive you
and you have to really think about it
and tears weave patterns down your cheeks?
the feeling when you think about five years ago
every single day
and you remember the party
and him leading you upstairs
and him forcing your head down
and your vision gets spotty?
the feeling when you’re seeing friends
on an afternoon during break
and you tell them about the constriction in your chest
and the patterned tears on your cheeks
and the spotty vision
and they smile to each other like
“she thinks this is new”
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Springtime
Lindsey Keefer
A magnolia in our yard still sprouts the massive buds
my sister and brother and I called goose eggs.
We termed the triangle between the trunk and the fence
The City of Ember, like the children’s book.
The twist in Ember’s that it takes place underground—right?
The twist here is that he’s gone.
I came into the world knowing my brother’s love. I
arrived feet first, hesitant and small and half-dead.
He yelled with the breath I didn’t yet have, purple as I was; he yelled
at the doctors who hooked me to a machine:
“What are you doing to my sister?” (I’m sure
he did not yet know which twin I was,
did not even know my name).
My first few days
I spent as a cyborg,
the contraption he so distrusted forcing breath through my young lungs.
Years later, I think he held an egg hunt, climbing along life’s branches
until they forked into twigs too small, too numerous, to hold his weight.
In D.C. after the funeral home, I stood in a modern art museum where
a vase of flowers broke apart over
and over on film, the buds shrapnel-ing, confetti-ing
before the white hall—
I blinked; the lilies blinked back.
I try to hold my brother’s breaths for him now, the ones he couldn’t
bring himself to take.
I am building a petal-rich cocoon, piece by piece,
Dropping it at the crux here, hoping it holds on.
Hoping he left knowing my love.
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A nod to my humanity
Sadie Wuertz
When I was little I would be the first awake
In early summer mornings
And I would glance into the hallway
The sunlight pouring in from my parents’ windows would be climbing up the
walls
And suspended mid-thought in the air,
Lighting up the dust from our incessantly dusty old house.
But my young eyes saw fairy dust and a golden reality, dragonflies and shimmering sunburst,
Big, floppy yellow and green leaves, dripping with opaline dew:
A shimmering secret kept between only early summer mornings and me.
It would only last a minute, while the sunlight pouring in from my parents’
windows was still
Suspended mid-thought in the air. Soon it would remember its destination
and move on, and
The dust would settle back into the shadows, and I would close my eyes
again, knowing that I
Was the only witness to early sunlight’s exhibition
Knowing I would be the only witness the next morning, and the next, and the
next, until
Summer ended and autumn began
Or until my eyes grew too old, too mature, to see sparkling fairy dust where
there was only
dust.
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The Lamb of God
Christian Jocson
There was no pearl of the orient sea,
When Jesus built his church on narra tree.
There were only three separate islands:
Luzon of the mountainous north,
Visayas of the coastal islands,
Mindanao of the lowland south.
Each islands had their own God,
Luzon had Bathala
Who stabbed the sun with bolo to create heaven and Earth,
Visayas had Kaptan
Who slayed his children to create the fertile lands and sea,
Mindanao had Allah,
Who created the living things out of poetry.
Then on the distant horizon came,
The man with eyes on his hands,
His nose as sharp as the eagle’s beak,
A wound of impalement at the side of his rib.
Taking command of the baptismal cannons
And donning the immaculate robe of Virgin Mary,
He sounded the celestial trumpets of crusade,
Ready to exorcise the Lucifers of the east.
And none of the gods survived the deicide,
Bathala drowned on the fervent chants of rosaries,
Kaptan was crushed by the hulking walls of monasteries,
Allah burned on the holy waters of Catholic baptism.
And there the lamb of God stood,
Holding the cross of St. Peter and standing with Mary, Queen of heaven,
And the three islands became one,
Under the name, “the pearl of the orient sea.”
And these islands spoke different languages,
Honoring the Christian God with different Our Fathers,
And in the east the new pearl shines brighter than a pot of gold,
And the ships flocked to its scorching shores.
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Zion
Will Mulligan
The rock sings its age
So, clamber up its countenance
See its visage delight in the sun.
Wings land on the tablerock
Delivering dustings of snow
atop The Great White Throne:
layered Navajo descending.
Water carving, sculpting stone
Flowing, breaking, healing soul.
Red stone discreetly
Reflects my intuitions.
The towers of ascending youth
And hard ledges, weeping crags
watch as we pass. Inverted
mountain and the Watcher
keeps strata as the Narrow’s bend.
Project the future on to the past.
Pillars testify to that future
the same as the past,
will carry on far longer than us.
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The Bias of Search Algorithms

Margaux Lynch
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Ren
Brienne Tajima
We opened up SkyView Lite. It’s one of your favorite apps. As we
pointed our phones up to the night sky, it displayed all the planets and stars
on our screens. That night, the stars had been clearly visible, so you had
eagerly dragged me up the rocky, ten-foot-tall hill behind my neighborhood
to get a closer look. You unfolded your soft red plaid blanket, and we sat on
top of it, hip-to-hip, shoulder-to-shoulder, in an attempt to stay warm in
the 40 degree weather. We spread our fast food haul out in front of us—this
night it was Taco Bell—and you gazed in awed silence at the shimmering
stars above us. It was always the same thing with you. First, you had me look
for my zodiac sign, Leo, then yours, Aries, followed by a list of stars with
obscure names that I could not bother to remember. I had never really cared
for stars, just like how I never really cared for how you made me look at them
with you for hours until our necks cramped, or the way you always let our
food get cold because you wanted me to “take in the moment.” But after six
years of seeing your eyes light up like the stars you were admiring, I slowly
began to understand why you loved watching them so much.
I open up SkyView Lite. It’s one of my favorite apps. As I point my
phone’s camera up to the night sky, it displays all the beautiful planets and
stars on my screen—Jupiter, Saturn, Mars, Acamar, Menkar, Altair. But
tonight, I’m only looking for one constellation. Aries. I quickly find it, close
my eyes, and imagine you next to me. In my mind, I can see you making
good use of all your limbs to gesticulate your excitement about a new star
you recently learned about. You’re lining your elbow next to my eye so that I
could trace the path from your arm to the sky to find the different stars. The
apples of your cheeks and the tip of your nose are a rosy pink from how cold
it is outside, and you have the biggest smile on your face. I can picture you
looking down at your maroon Moleskine journal, first jotting down notes on
what we did earlier that day, then sketching out where we were and which
stars were visible. We used to change stargazing locations every month or
so, but you somehow managed to draw everything around and above us so
perfectly in about an hour every time. You were such a good artist. I can
imagine you combing your blonde hair away from your eyes with your hand
as you look up and down to complete your sketch. You’re turning your head
to smile at me every now and then because you knew that even though
stargazing wasn’t my favorite thing to do, you were happy that I wanted to
spend time with you enough to be there. Or it might have been because you
genuinely enjoyed seeing me suffer from looking at the same sky for hours
until my eyes glazed over. Knowing you, it was probably the second reason
alone. I can think of all the different things you would be talking to me about
right now, and I can even see your mouth moving as you speak. But I hear no
words. I suddenly remember that none of this is real, and I feel lonely. I open
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my eyes and feel the cold air freeze all the moisture out of them. The bench
that I am sitting on outside of my residence hall is hard and cold, and I feel
the iciness biting through my jeans and into my skin. The chill of the wind
nips at me in all directions—something I am not used to when I stargaze,
since I usually have at least one side of my hip and shoulder covered by your
warmth. I place my fast food dinner—tonight it is Domino’s pizza—next to
me on the bench. I know I could eat right now, but cold food doesn’t sound
too bad, and I continue to stare at the sky some more.
When we were younger, we asked each other what stars could be. We
knew the scientific answer but liked to come up with our own silly hypotheses, from saying they were other worlds, to saying we were pets in a tank and
the lights were the holes in the tank. But most nights, we ended up just quoting that one scene in The Lion King, with you being Pumbaa, and me being
Timon:
“Timon, ever wonder what those sparkly dots are up there?”
“Pumbaa, I don’t wonder; I know.”
“Oh. What are they?”
“They’re fireflies. Fireflies that, uh… got stuck up on that big bluish-black thing.”
“Oh, gee. I always thought they were balls of gas burning billions of
miles away.”
“Pumbaa, with you, everything’s gas.”
Even though this was somewhat childish, we always laughed and
continued doing this into our 20s.
As my pizza got colder, I continued to look at the night sky to consider any other possibilities on what stars could be. I don’t have you to talk to
or make those silly references with anymore, so I think silently to myself. As
my mind wanders off, I eventually find myself reflecting on the message that
one of our friends sent in our group chat, the night after you passed away.
“Idk. She seemed fine when we hung out. Maybe the light in her went
out? Idk. Do you think it was an impulse decision?”
“Light.” I contemplate whether the light that stars emit could represent the life of a person. If they did, then our friend believes a giant star
disappeared from the observable universe on September 6th, 2019. But I disagree. I think you’re still out there. It may be denial, since I know part of this
may be because I wasn’t able to fly back home to attend your viewing and
see that you were really gone. I haven’t been able to talk to your mourning
parents in person to confirm that everything that was happening was real.
And I’ve avoided all social media because I just know that our friends are
posting about how much they love and miss you. For now, I will believe you
are still out there, even if it means that you have now become a light, one of
the millions of stars in the sky that I never used to care about. For now, I will
say that stars are just balls of gas burning billions of miles away, and nothing
else.
I open up SkyView Lite again. I notice that the same stars have been
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out for the last couple of weeks. Everything is the same in the universe,
except for how you are no longer around anymore. I have become obsessed with stars, trying to see if anything about the Aries constellation has
changed, both in the sky and online. I desperately try to find new stars that
have popped into the sky from my residence hall as I go out every other
night. It could be that I’ve always liked stars deep down and just liked to give
you a hard time about it, or maybe I’m just trying to find any trace of you
that’s left.
In the future, I hope to visit your grave and open up SkyView Lite,
one of our favorite apps. I want to be able to point my phone’s camera up to
the night sky and talk to you about all the new stars I’ve learned about. I will
make sure I follow our stargazing routine, with me finding Leo first, then
Aries. After that, I will tell you about how much I have come to love stars, and
how I am sorry I whined so much about staring at the sky for hours with you,
because I wish more than anything that I could still do that with you now.
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Cosmic Navigation
Natalie Briare
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Homes
Katie Wojda
And I thought about all the homes I have known
My cold, bright home, always loud and busy, small, messy, but my favorite
place to slide on hardwood floors in wool socks when outside it’s too cold to
breathe
And my homes far from home, the one that echoed strange sirens, where
I’d return, full of gelato with weary legs and an aching neck from constantly looking up at large things that were sometimes beautiful, but most often
supposed to be
My home with skies even wider than I’ve seen here, plains and hills that
stretched farther, people that talked closer and faster, hot tea, sweets and
red meat and beautiful beautiful eyes and hair
And my homes here. The smallest home, two beds, and a very best friend.
We cried so much it was funny. Everything hurt except each other’s company, and we were so grateful. A view of the bridge, clothes all over the floor,
hidden bottles and buried notes. What a home
Again, there was home away. A door that always squeaked, on the last day I
took a video of the door sound, to not forget. Coming home always so late,
drunk, reminding myself, “I’m here now, Don’t forget, you’re here.” And
laughing giddily with that reminder, wherever I was. There my home was
Spanish, my feet were always cold but there was salsa, flamenco, lingering
glances, loud dinners, inside jokes in new vowels
It’s a sad thing to realize I’ll never have one home, that someday, somewhere
will be more home than here. Like being in love, you only see after that it
could ever end. And I wish so much that I could be my home, but I see that
even I change, which is sad and good and funny. Where is my home if not in
my body, not in my heart? What will my next home be?
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cross-stitched tattoo
Sophie Downing
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An Ode to the Original Ode to My
(Dead) Dad
Claire Breiholz
I am starting to realize
That everything I “know”
About my dad
Is a hodgepodge of
Things that others
Share.
How did it go, Dad?
You drove—
Maybe a little intoxicated—
Into a field?
How did it go?
You snuck onto the
Golf course.
You made up a name
A member number
You ran home…
Or did you drive?
How did it go?
That way that you
Listened to and
Danced to
The music of your soul.
How did it go?
I asked you to
Download Hannah Montana
There it was on your iPod
The only thing past 1999
I create my own memories
From the photographs
That Mom carefully cataloged
In the photo boxes above
The coats.
How did it go?
You and I looked into the
Camera so intently
Smiling into infinity.
I have decided that in
This moment you loved me.
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You were happy to be with me.
I felt closer to you when
I missed you more.
Now, almost 13 years later,
The grief has dried up.
Your touch. My tears. Why
Can’t I feel that way again?
Sometimes I wish that I had
A dad to hate and to love.
In tension forever:
I don’t remember saying,
“DAD! Stop embarrassing me!”
I like to think that I did.
I wonder if I had brought friends home
And you would tell those awful stories
Of when I was a “horrible” child—
My friends feeling obviously awkward—w
You sharing anyway.
I am sure that you did.
You did. Right?
It is hard to love someone
That you only know from
Negatives turned positive on
Smooth matte paper.
It is hard to be mad at Mom
For how she handled everything
Because how do you plan to spend
All of your days with the love of
Your life only to realize that you
Have two small children and a
Part-time job. Two dogs. Two cats.
A house (our house).
But no love of your life.
I wish that I could look you in the
Eyes. Study your wrinkles. The way
That your lips purse when you are
Frustrated. The way that your eyes glint
in the soft glow of “The Simpsons.”
I watch Michael Scott
And I desperately look for you.
How did it go?
When it didn’t go anymore.
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Bones
Meg Bender-Stephanski
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origami
Zoe Kellermyer
people are like origami
we all start out a sheet;
delicate, new,
uncreased and untouched.
our experience changes us,
we are creased once, twice,
again and again,
time and time again;
challenges and love, success and rejection.
at times we’re more resilient,
we fight the next fold, the next move
and sometimes our folds are strong enough
to resist the next, other times
we are forced
and again we fold;
sometimes, we have no say.
these creases make us beautiful, unique,
make us living art—delicate yet sturdy
and when we are flattened out, our creases show
where we’ve been, what we’ve been through,
we are vulnerable here;
what if we forget how we fold back up?
be gentle, be patient, retrace your steps;
you may never get back
to what you once were, and that’s ok,
new creases, new folds will arise;
you’ll find a new shape,
unique and beautifully you.
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My Mother
Sammie Van Norstrand
My mother called me a Warrior today,
as she cleansed
my thick wounds and thin skin
and cried
in the pews and hospital waiting rooms.
My mother called me a Saint today,
as she taped
my restless heart together
with paper glue
and held a restless child to her restless soul.
My mother called me a Beacon today,
as she watched
the needles of the world enter me
while painting my pale face
with a smile
that raised up the colors of a new dawn.
My mother called me a Warrior today,
but she would take my place
Any day,
Serve with open arms and callused hands
my pain and problems
with patience.
Therefore
There is no one more
Warrior, Saint, or Beacon
Than she.
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unobserved
Morgan G.
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Natalie Briare

Circle of Life
Jennifer Ng
The dry season arrives gradually. Days without rain lapse into weeks,
which lapse into months, turning the earth cracked and dry, and the grasses
and trees brown and brittle. Yet the forest still brims with life—birds nest
in the trees, small mammals skitter through the underbrush. A leaf unfurls,
predator hunts prey, day chases night, life continues on.
Yet all it takes is a spark, a fleeting crack of lightning, an ember from
an improperly snuffed cigarette, a wayward spark from a firework, for this
gentle balance to be thrown from its state of tranquility. Then fire roars to
life, devouring the dry foliage, speeding over the parched land, growing larger and larger until it can consume not just trees but houses, roads, highways.
Eventually, the fire finds it end. Perhaps it runs out of fuel to continue its rampage, perhaps a passing rainstorm extinguishes the flames in one
mighty downpour, perhaps humans fight back, dumping water and foam on
the blaze while making a narrow escape from the flames’ path of destruction. The aftermath left behind is an unrecognizable landscape, scorched,
destroyed, uninhabitable. An area that once teemed with activity, now blackened and silent, barren of signs of life and devoid of hope.
But nature has a plan. Nature always has a plan. Recovery has already begun, had begun before the flames even died. Over the years, nature
has gifted the wild inhabitants of this ecosystem with tools to survive, even
after such a massive upheaval to their surroundings. The trees that burned
into blackened sticks dropped their seed pods and the intense heat from the
inferno cracked them open. In the hushed wake of the fire, the ash created
by the burned plants collects on the ground, creating a layer of nutrient rich
soil that catches new seeds and cradles them as they lie dormant, awaiting
their inevitable transformation. Now that the scene is set, it is time to introduce the key character—time.
New growth begins small—mosses and lichen appear and fade away,
taking from and then giving back to their surroundings. Next, grasses spring
up, seeds brought on the wind and nurtured by the wonderful earth produced by the plants before them. Networks of creeping roots spread below
the surface and hold the precious soil together, preventing wind or rain
from whisking it away. Years pass as small trees grow into bigger trees that
grow into even larger trees until the forest canopy has reformed. Branches
high above shade the underbrush, keeping the ground habitat cool and enticing to those who will call it home.
As plant life returns, so does animal life—insects first make homes
in the burnt remains of the fire, in charred logs and underneath clumps of
debris. They in turn attract the return of larger creatures—the birds to the
trees, small mammals to the underbrush—and the predators that eat them.
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Gradually the forest’s food web reestablishes itself, teeming with lifeforms of
all kinds. As former inhabitants return and fill the niches of the ecosystem, a
sense of stability settles.
This is a process that occurs over years, a time lapse of incredible
length. Within the spectrum of this forest’s existence, spanning decades in
the past and hopefully as much time into the future, the climax community
that has formed lasts for what equates to only a brief moment. It is inevitable that a disturbance will strike this forest again—a landslide, an earthquake, perhaps another fire—interrupting the balance of life that has been
achieved. But truly, the disorder itself is as much a part of the forest system
as its harmony. A leaf unfurls, predator hunts prey, day chases night, life
continues on.
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To the Barred Owl sleeping outside
the biology building
Kaylin Ingalls
Were you aware
when you picked the perch on which to rest,
to balance your light frame,
round body seeming an extension of the tree,
feathers fluffed and fuzzied in the light breeze
cold brown-gray tones blending into inner branches,
contrasting the green needles of the never sleeping cedar,
deep, wide eyes crescent moons in the circle of your face,
half closed as you doze,
Were you aware
of the perfectness of your placement
of those lives now walking out of the nearby building
now staring up at you, wide-eyed,
of the fuss you are causing, of the joy,
now lighting their faces, of the quiet reverence
that shivers in their voices
as they witness you, for a mere moment, perhaps,
but somehow much more,
Were you aware
of the way you brought your life
into theirs?
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baby tree
Sophie Downing
before I was born my parents planted a tree in our front yard
it has red leaves that turn purple in autumn
and turn brown once they are on the ground
we call it “baby tree”
they planted the same kind of tree in our neighbor’s yard
but that one never grew like ours did
never had to have its arms cut back by the telephone company
since baby tree was reaching too far into the sky
we’ve never moved, nor do my parents plan to soon
but I’d like to think that when we leave
the brown house with the red door
that baby tree will outlast other changes—the mailbox by the stairs, the color
of the paint,
residents and neighbors
and that baby tree will keep stretching upwards
and dropping its cherry-like fruits on white cars
and providing homes to nests of sparrows and hideouts for crows
and giving shade to 79th Street
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Agerasia
Spencer Henningsgard
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Sam
Cora Hyatt
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memoirs from the corn belt
Cora Hyatt
a great lamp hangs
overhead
the gravel road.
your boots crunch
and you push mountain high stalks
out of the way.
your best friend is leaving soon
for seattle
you don’t know this yet
you’ll leave shortly after
you already know that
he’s walking ahead of you.
in the middle of this duplicate field
there is nothing but yellow
and the white of your best friend’s smile
you think you’ll stay awhile
just for a little bit.
and when you’re gone
and he’s gone
and the bulb of summer’s lamp has burnt out
you’ll send a postcard home.
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love letter
Sadie Wuertz
my legs would not be my legs without the birthmark that creeps
up my right thigh:
something like cinnamon sprinkled on warm milk
something like a star cluster interrupting a velvety sky
something like—
and so the walk home wouldn’t be the walk home without the uneven sidewalk:
something like coppery canyon walls,
like a finger slipping on the piano,
a shoelace caught in a stray crack,
something like
this is the walk home. this is always the walk home.
and a scraped knee or two.
our world isn’t our world without cracks in the sidewalk and birthmarks on
our legs and
scrapes on our knees and the nose we think is a little too big or
the bangs we think are a little too short
or the freckles we wish weren’t there but maybe
here instead.
and I can’t write a love letter to the universe if I’m not thinking about those
things
that slip through our fingers like water
not worth being caught
—pay a little attention.
here’s my love letter to the things that weren’t supposed to be
but are all the same worth a little bit of
attention.
here’s my love letter to your wonky index finger
and the mole under your left eye
and the vein that pops out in your forehead when you laugh.
I love them so.
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A Childhood
Cameron Beasley
A steel blue carpet,
a sea for Legos to float and drown in,
A living room, never quiet, apart from early mornings
before the house awoke and filled with the ringing of siblings’ voices.
A pink checkered blanket,
Barely visible below the safari of stuffed animals
that resided in its folds.
A corduroy curtain, a shield from the inside,
revealing a window escape to the gardens outside.
A tiled kitchen,
with a cabinet just out of reach.
A journey atop the mountainous counter,
just to check what snacks had been left uneaten.
An outdoor porch,
Home to toads, toys, and toughness,
forced on by older brothers and wild cousins.
A vast lawn, bordered by a speckled pool, a solitary tree,
and a half-bloomed agapanthus forest.
The tree,
an apricot-laden giant, with a distinct curving bough,
reserved for hours of reading,
when the world disappeared,
spare a few moments spent picking amber sap from its branches.
Below,
tree roots mistaken for dinosaur bones
and dirt paths developed for Hot Wheel cars.
The garden sat in several boxes,
each filled with vegetables and memories
of dig sites, bugs, and dirty clothes.
—
This is the home that I grew up in,
the home I go back to,
even though the walls are long gone,
the curtains given away,
and the tree has since been uprooted.
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Kaylin INgalls

Closing Time
Patrick O’Bryan Cornell
When they first moved into the neighborhood, there hadn’t been
many reasons to go out. No restaurants, no late-night joints, no boutiques
selling couture items appropriated from an indigenous culture. But the Jakes
were not alone in their relocation, and soon the neighborhood filled with
tenants of a similar age and tax bracket. Eateries, bike shops, and co-ops
followed the money. By the time a national magazine labeled the neighborhood “up-and-coming,” this being the printable version of “pushed out most
of the original, diverse occupants,” the thin street was a corridor of multiuse buildings. Ground level commerce and apartments above with more
such buildings under construction.
The oldest business in the neighborhood, established long before the
Jakes moved in, was a bar next to the apartment called Franky’s. The proprietor, Frank, hated being called by the diminutive that adorned his neon sign,
but he thought it gave the place an appealing cadence. It sounded feminine
to him, so he expected more women would come in. More women meant
more men, and more men meant more sales. He decided on a -y instead of
an -ie because, as he put it, “it made more sense.” Despite all of this forethought, it remained a moderately popular sports bar.
Frank handed a lager to Jake and a bourbon with a stone to Jacob.
Jake didn’t offer his usual thanks. He didn’t even look.
“What’s eating him?” Frank asked.
“He just got dumped,” Jacob said.
“Ah, shit,” Frank said. He took an unmarked bottle from below the
bar and filled a shot glass with an opaque, brown liquid. “Here, kid.”
Jake downed the shot and sighed.
“Holy shit,” Frank said. “I use that stuff to soak the rust off the taps.
You must be real tore up, kid.”
“You don’t know the half of it, Frank.”
“I hear ya, kid. I had me one of those once. Eventually the magazine
just deteriorated.”
“Seriously, Frank, I don’t think that’s how rust works.”
“It was a different time. A simpler time.” Frank looked into space and
muttered something to himself about Veronica. Jacob stared at Frank for
another moment before he got off his stool and went to the bathroom.
“Hi,” a woman said to Jake. “Is this seat taken?”
“All yours,” he said.
The woman ordered a Manhattan, and as soon Frank handed it to
her, she took the cherry between her front teeth and pulled loose the stem.
She wrote something on a napkin, winked at Frank, and returned to the
table with her friends. Jacob returned to his stool. “Who was that?”
“How the hell should I know?”
“What in the actual fuck is wrong with you?” Jacob asked. He picked
up the napkin. “Stacy,” he said. “Her name was Stacy.” Jacob dunked the
napkin into Jake’s beer.
“Oh, Jesus Christ,” Frank said.
“Dammit. Frank, give me another beer. And put it on this asshole’s
tab,” Jake said.
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“You got it, boss. You done with that?” Jacob nodded. “Waste not,
want not,” Frank said.
The bartender took the glass and poured what remained into a
six-gallon bucket next to the sink. Whenever he collected empties, from
icy dregs to half-touched beers, Frank poured whatever remained into the
bucket. When the contents reached the top, he poured shots from a spigot at
the bottom, and he wouldn’t add another drop until the bucket was empty. It
never took long to fill, but it could stay full for months. The drink, which the
specials board advertised as the Waste Not, Want Not, always landed somewhere on the intersection of taste and alcohol content. Most often it was
high on alcohol, low on taste, and only once had it pushed the upper limits
of both. The Jakes referred to that incident, of which neither had complete
recollection, as The Unicorn.
The batch with the inky beer, whether because or in spite of that
addition, turned into another Unicorn, later remembered by the Jakes as U2.
That is, as far as they remembered it at all. The night on which they drank it
led the Jakes to swear off drinking for a number of weeks, and when they finally made it back to Franky’s, the proprietor moped back and forth behind
the bar, muttering to himself and pinching the bridge of his nose.
“Everything alright, Frank?”
“Where you guys been?” he said. “I’m going out of business here.”
“What are you talking about?” Jacob said. “This place is packed.”
“The health inspector came in the other night, saw something he
didn’t like. They’re taking away my liquor license.” The toothpick in the corner of his mouth quivered.
“That’s bullshit,” Jake said.
“It’s the property values,” Frank said. “For fifteen years they looked
the other way, but now that there’s money to be made…”
“There’s gotta be something we can do,” Jacob said.
“Just have a drink,” Frank said. “Lots of em. On the house.”
The Jakes tried to enjoy the free beer, but all they thought about was
the rent they paid and into whose pocket it went.
That weekend, Frank repurposed a promotional banner offering $10
buckets to advertise “Frank’s Goodbye to Franky’s Going Out of Business
Party,” written along the backside in black paint. After a week of closeout
sales, almost no furniture, glassware, or booze remained. The space stripped
of all that once made it familiar gave the bar an uncanny feel. Regulars arrived with a cases of beer and bags of ice that Frank put in the sinks. Just like
old times, the dregs of each can went to make one last Waste Not, Want Not,
emptied when no other booze remained. It was terrible.
The Jakes brought their own beer to contribute, and as soon as Frank
took the case, he handed them two frosty replacements. They stood at the
bar, mostly drinking in silence, sometimes briefly starting, “Hey, remember
when…” Some of the new neighbors with no real attachment to or knowledge of the bar found their way into the raucous event having heard about
the free beer, their enjoyment of the evening in no way blemished by feelings
of melancholy or nostalgia. The Jakes did their best to avoid resentment.
Instead, they poked fun at the hand-painted sign on the door, the streamers and balloons hanging limp from the rafters, and the pyramid of empties
some ambitious soul constructed in the corner.
“Frank,” Jake asked, “what are you going to do?”
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“Oh, boys,” Frank said, wiping his hands for perhaps the last time on
his soiled apron, “there’s always another stop on the train.”
“So you’re moving—” Jacob started, but a patron down the bar got
Frank’s attention, and he never had a chance to finish.
The only things left in the bar at the end of the night were either
nailed down, thrown away, or passed out. Jake went behind the bar. The
booze was gone, the register was gone. What he truly wanted, the Waste Not,
Want Not bucket, was also gone. He looked for a ledger or notebook, some
kind of record that would prove in later years that the good times had in fact
existed. On a rusted nail, Frank’s apron hung like a ghost’s pall. Jake left the
bar empty-handed.
Parking worsened as more apartments and shops opened, so the
Jakes were a few blocks from the apartment when they heard the faint melody of a Parisian accordion.
“It’s open,” Jake said.
Light bulbs spelled out the word “Nouveau” on a magnificent marquee, and above the word a neon accordion breathed in and out. The Jakes
already hated the bar by virtue of what it replaced, but they went in for a
night cap, if only to affirm the sentiment.
They expected a grand-opening crowd the size of the Unicorn, or at
least Frank’s Goodbye to Franky’s, but only a handful of patrons held hushed
conversations around a multitude of stools and high tables made out of wine
barrels. People pinched wine glass stems and scraped soft cheese onto slices
of baguette. As far as the Jakes could tell, it was just another wine bar.
The maître d’ seated them and positioned himself as the sommelier.
He looked so much like Frank the Jakes thought it was some elaborate prank.
The same build, same baldness, same calloused paws, but his rotund belly
was hidden underneath a crisp button down, his fingernails were clean, and
he spoke with an accent of Northeastern money. The menu contained hundreds of bottles of wine, only a handful of words recognizable to the Jakes.
Faux Frank recommended the Renoir Blanc for $30. For no reason more
than ridding themselves of the uncanny man, they said they’d take a bottle.
“I’m sorry, sir, but we serve by the glass.”
“Thirty dollars for one glass of wine?” Jacob asked.
“Just bring us two glasses of your cheapest wine,” Jake said. The
sommelier sighed through his nose. He returned with an unlabeled bottle
and two glasses. Into each he poured barely a mouthful’s worth of wine.
“That’s it?” Jacob asked.
“While this is our cheapest wine,” the sommelier said, “it is also our
strongest. It would be against the laws of God and man for me to serve you
any more than this. It is two dollars per glass. I hope that is agreeable.”
“Do you ever take the unfinished drinks and, I don’t know, pour them
back into a bottle to serve later?” Jake asked. The sommelier looked at Jake
and left without answering. They clinked their glasses. Jacob took a cultured
sip while Jake threw the liquid back in one slug. They both came out of the
glasses with coughs and gags. Jacob rolled his tongue around in his mouth
trying to dislodge a taste somewhere between vinegar and cooking wine.
Jacob put down a $10 bill, and they pushed their glasses into the middle of
the table. Jake looked at the liquid remaining in Jacob’s glass, looked to Jacob,
and finished it off. Jacob smiled and shook his head.
“What?” Jake said. “Waste not, want not.”
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Serein
Jennifer Ng
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untitled
Ajay
your sock-covered feet patter quickly across the asphalt at a pace undecided,
somewhere in between walking and running, with such unconcerned hurriedness
here
(and there)
			
here
		(and there)
moving as if you can somehow outdance the quiet rain that is falling now
i stand in the doorway watching
and laughing,
i tell you
get back inside, the neighbors might be looking!
but you always thought that everyone else
could only see us through muddled windows,
so you don’t mind.
and i finally agree
(so don’t listen to me)
resting my head against the door frame i think
maybe the reason my thoughts are less poetic around you is because
no verse would dare equate itself to your sloppy mess of hair
and rightfully so.
how ignorant it would be of a fish to boast in the desert!
so yes,

maybe that’s why i float halfway in between choppy prose
and lines draped in half hearted rhymes

You come back inside, finally,
and the droplets on your cheeks shimmer with your shivering laugh, demanding i hand over any eloquence i might have retained. i willingly do so.
and now, in an intellect stripped dry, i know only this:
		
(w)here(ver we are)
i am so sloppily in love with you
you,
You.
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a love letter for change
Hannah Rae Pickens
part one (there)
I turned eighteen in the type of summer that made you ache for the
fall. Spiny cedar leaves turned brown on their trees by June, grey by July, and
crumbled to dust in August. Housewives trapped inside by the rising temperatures left clothes out on the line long enough for them to change from
bright red to brick, finally fading to an angry and malingering blush. Dust
rose, swarmed, and settled back into the dirt roads as cars rattled through
potholes and dips; even infinitesimal particles of soil couldn’t stand to get
too worked up in that kind of heat for long.
Stifling heat almost always brings with it a creeping sense of restlessness, and that summer was no exception. You could feel it in the light
buzz a chorus of cicadas brought to your skin. It smiled eerily back at you
through cracks in the faces of old folks watching the mercury in their
thermostats rise day after day, month after month. It taunted you in the
near-constant anticipation of rain, pregnant and heavy in the afternoon
sun with no relief in sight. Stagnant creeks, stinking and covered with scum
and buzzing flies, whispered to you as you drove over them. Stay. You could
always stay. We would take you.
I tried to fight that restlessness, tried to beat back the stifling,
overpowering sense of small-town entrapment in all the ways of teenagers
past. After all, wasn’t I different? Couldn’t I learn from them? I wrote college
applications to faraway schools, smoked weed on the back of someone’s
property, got drunk on someone’s roof. I listened to songs about the bigger,
better city life, of guns and hard drugs and all the things that make modern
life dramatic and worthwhile. I’d cry to coming-of-age movies and devour
romance novels that depicted women who never thought they could find love
magically concluding their paperbound lives with the promise of a life full of
mind-blowing orgasms and French toast in bed.
I’d get to driving faster than I knew I should on winding roads
through the hills, breakneck speeds on blind turns with my windows rolled
down and my AC roaring just to feel the slightest hint of a cool breeze and a
vague sense that maybe I was special, that maybe I was meant for something
more- a concept just barely out of grasp for someone whose view extended
no further than their hometown.
Really, I guess I didn’t fight any such restlessness. I gave into it.
part two (in the middle)
There are a lot of ways to try to escape the stupor of small-town
America when you are young and veritably invincible, but none so appealing
or so impossible as simply leaving. Maybe in part due to my own arrogance
or maybe because I really did manage to be different, I somehow made just
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that happen. I left. I left behind the small-minded people who called for a
return to greatness in high school football and politics alike. I left behind my
childhood home, my first kiss, my favorite album of the summer. I was far
gone before it was even truly time to leave. I started packing in April for my
departure in August and prematurely said most of my goodbyes in May.
For the remainder of the summer, I felt untethered in a way I had
never experienced before. I was a line drawing, barely an outline of someone
I didn’t expect to know, and frankly, didn’t want to know either. She didn’t
like my friends. She didn’t like the heat-blasted roads, or the sweet aftertaste of shaved ice, or the ever-present sun. I avoided her and quarreled
with her and hated her for living inside me. She was a parasite I couldn’t get
rid of and couldn’t tell anyone about.
At the end of it all, though, I came to the city and made a discovery. I found that this anonymous woman fit in perfectly on the bus with its
smeared windows and their sprinkling of rain. Her hair curled up at the
mist, and her hands were dry and red in the winter, and yet, she liked it.
She liked the orange glow that rose over the Portland skyline at dawn. She
may have been a stranger to me that summer and may still be strange when
I catch her in the mirror with a passing glance, but the city knew her in the
vague and impersonal way it knows everyone. Every day, she fills out the
hollows of my sharp body more and undoes the tense knots between my
shoulders. Every day, I like her more.
part three (here)
The windows in my room here open upward. I think it’s so the rain
doesn’t fall in, but I’m told it’s so we don’t get out. Either way, I like it. The
weather is always crisp, and the cold feels good in my lungs when I walk to
class. There is moss growing on the concrete and ferns in the trees; it is an
excess of green life that I am unused to and constantly enthralled by. The
trees trap clouds in the distance. My friends are smart in a way that makes
me smarter; fast in a way that makes me faster. I drink coffee with milk and
sugar every day, water my plants every other day, and call my mom to tell
her I love her.
The bus comes and then leaves me stranded again at stops I’m still
not used to. I watch strangers out of the corner of my eye (expensive watch,
kind eyes, my hair used to look like that). The lights of downtown sparkle
when I cross the bridges at twilight, and on some nights I think it might be
as pretty as a sunset over the hills.
The rivers here run deep and wide, instead of narrow and shallow.
They are murky and sluggish with their secrets, consistent and not at all like
the clear water I walk in at home, rushing fast enough to knock me down in a
mere three inches at some parts and lazily in others. There are no stars- I’ve
looked for them, stumbling home after dark. There is no chorus of cicadas at
night and no birdsong in the mornings. I am homesick for the land; homesick for the love of it and the loss of it.
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